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A stands for Adjutant , don't he loot fine ?
SAPOLIO makes his accoutrements shine. ,

is for Girls , good ones think
SAPOLIO peerless for cleaning the sink-
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is for Mirth , 'tis good to

Work is fun with SAPOLI-
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stands for SAPOLIO in Autumn or Spring

For Housecleanlng uses exactly the thin-
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is for Women , wise ones know

Where they can buy SAPOLIO.
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B starts words like Buffalo ;

What starts dirt ? SAPOLIO-
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is for House , as clean as a pin ,

3APOLIO cleaned it without and within ,
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M is for Navy , there stains of the tar
By the use of SAPOLIO vanish afa-
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for Table , though black be its board ,

When cleaned with Sapolio it's fit for a Lord ,

X Is for 'Xtra cried on the street
To wit : "SAPOLIO can't' bo beat ,"

Gis for Can , free from tarnish or smell ,

SAPOLIO sends them away like a spell ,

I is for Inkspot , once black on the floor,
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SAPOLIO comes and the spot is 110 mdre ,
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0 is for Oilcloth , indeed it is true
A little SAPOLIO Bill make it look new. "

D Is for Dirt , an exile now
Since SAPOLIO made Its bow ,

is for Jane , who makes an old Spoon

By the use of SAPOLIO shine like the moo-
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i § for Painted-work fliers may stain ,

But SAPOLIO brings back its freshnessogaln.

flay In parly spring of yea?

When homes are cleaned both fig and near

Maldcns mot , their looks would say

) That one was grave , the other gay , Mi

weeks said one , I've' worked to clean u-
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master's' house , whore I have been ,

kinds of horrid cleaning stuff

've used and still I've not enough.
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' ' hours each day on wall and Uoor"k
I'vo' worked , until I'm' sick and sore , v' .e

years of service I've seen Kate,

The other maiden then did state.

days each week in alLthat time

I've' used but one to cleananil shine.V' vA Sv'f; ,
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CO other girls , too , I know i *

C OlUso) nothing but SAPOLliT;
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of which one year dojDSjno,
*

Although I use livery free , i

the labor you tD save,

M you'U' look gay iead of grave. .

E is for England , she scours the seas ,

Yon see old Britannia down on her knees-
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for Knives , all women know

What cleans them best SAPOLIO-
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the Queen who has all her tins

Hade bright with Sapolio as a row of new pins-
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is the Urn that Aunt Jane made so bright

With Sapolio's aid , that she needed no light

Y is for Youngster , who soils all the paint ,

But SAPOLIO remedies every complaint
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F Is for Fence where one's eyeswilloftmeotS-

APOLIO'S' signs , If the fence is complete.-

1L for Labor , quickly done

If with SAPOLIO'S' aid begun-
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is for Rust , which settles to stay ;
Use SAPOLIO quickly , 'twill drive it away-
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is for Village , and in all the shops

You should find SAPOLIO as plenty as hops ,

Z Is the Zenith , where SAPOLIO stands
Ending gladness & light to all peoples lands
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WHAT IS SAPOLIO. REAL ECONOMY.I-
t
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is a solid , handsome cake of Scouring Soap , which has no equal for all scouringpurposes-

jixcept

is worse than nonsense to buy a cheap article with which to damage more valuable

I the laundry. To use it is lo value it.
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property.a Scouring Soap is at best only a trifling expense , but with a poor and cheap article

it is likely to do considerable damage to fine marble or other property.
What Will Sapolio Do? Why , it will clean paint , make oilcloths bright , and'g'ive the

For SAPOLIO has stood as the finest and best article of this kind in the
floors , tables and shelves a new appearance. It will take the grease off the dishes and off the many years
pots and pans. You can scour the knives and forks with it, and make the tin" things shine world. It knows no equal , and although it costs a trifle more, its durability makes it outlast two
brightly. The wash basin , the batli tub , even the greasy kitchen sink , will be as cleanas a new cakes of cheap make. Is is therefore the cheapest in the end Any grocer will supply it at a rea-

sonable
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pin it you use SapollO. One cake will prove all we say. Be a clever little housekeeper and
try it. Beware of Imitations ! There is but one Sapolio price.


